
Wireless Earphones TWS Pisen LV08JL (white) Ref: 6902957110259
Wireless Earphones TWS Pisen LV08JL (white)
TWS Pisen LV08JL Wireless Headphones (white)
Enjoy  your  favorite  music  in  a  new  way.  The  Pisen  LV08JL  headphones  offer  high  sound  quality  and  reliable  connectivity  thanks  to
Bluetooth  5.0.  CVC  8.0  noise  cancellation  allows  you  to  hear  what  you  want  to  hear,  and  the  durable  batteries  ensure  long  runtime.
What's more, the headphones are IPX7 water resistant and feature an ergonomic design, so you don't have to worry about discomfort
during prolonged use of the Pisen LV08JL.
 
 
Stable connection
The Pisen LV08JL headphones connect to your device via Bluetooth version 5.0, providing a lossless signal up to 15 meters and a stable
connection without interference. In addition, you don't have to worry about lag and enjoy better audio and video synchronization. The
headphones, therefore, are great for watching movies or gaming.
 
 
Noise reduction
Do you talk on the phone, but the surrounding noise disturbs you? With the Pisen LV08JL, these and similar problems are a thing of the
past. The headphones use CVC 8.0 noise cancellation, so you can focus on what's important to you.
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High quality sound
Listen  to  music  and  enjoy  high-quality  sound.  The  headphones  are  equipped with  6mm dynamic  drivers  and  a  composite  diaphragm,
allowing you to discover previously unrecognized details of your favorite songs. In addition, it supports AAC and SBC audio codecs and
supports an equalizer, so you can adjust the sound to your expectations.
 
 
Convenient operation
The  Pisen  LV08JL  wireless  headphones  automatically  connect  to  your  device  after  initial  pairing,  and  you'll  have  no  trouble  operating
them. You can use the touch panels to adjust the volume, skip songs, stop/resume playback or launch the voice assistant. What's more,
each headphone connects to the device independently, allowing you to share music with a loved one.
 
 
Water-resistant, ergonomic
The Pisen LV08JL are IPX7 water-resistant, so you can successfully take them to your workout. What's more, they are distinguished by
their ergonomic design, so you can wear them for a long time without feeling tired. In addition, the included overlays in 3 sizes (S/M/L)
will allow you to customize the headphones even further.
 
 
Included
headphones
caps 3 pairs (S/M/L)
USB-A to USB-C charging cable
user manual
Specification:
Manufacturer
Pisen
Model
LV08JL
Color
white
Bluetooth version
5.0
Operation time
approx.4.5h
Standby time
approx. 70 h
Charging time
approx. 1.5 h
Battery capacity
handset: 45 mAh, case: 500 mAh
Rated voltage
3.7 V
Input voltage
DC 420 mA
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Preço:

Antes: € 10.5042

Agora: € 9.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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